
existed, but advisory mechanisms needed
reappraising.

Another concern was the appointment of
"associate" members to health authorities
to fulfil tasks that could no longer be under-
taken by the slimmed down authorities.
They were performing a number of tasks
such as sitting on appointments and dis-
ciplinary committees and mental health
tribunals. But speakers questioned the legal
-status of such associate members, asking
who were they accountable to.
Dr Harry Hall (Exeter) was worried that

consultants could be regarded as passively
colluding in the dissolution of the NHS.
Clinicians in the hospital where he worked
had had an appeal from the unit general
manager to reduce clinical st,andards so
that the authority could balance the books.
Furthermore, a large sum of money was
being spent on the mechanics of the reforms.
Mr Ross said decisions about whether to

grant trust status to hospitals had already
been made. He urged consultants to "go
down fighting." The more fuss that could be
generated locally the better.

Analysis of trust applications
The chairman reported that an analysis of

NHS trust applications was being done in the
BMA and he expected the results to be
publicised in due course. Mr Chawner said
the analysis would be looking for common
factors that the profession and the public
were not currently aware -of. He said that
when the financial aspects of one application
in relation to the whole system were looked at
the figures just did not add up, particularly as
the applications were being made against a
background of chronic underfunding. Those
people who felt trusts would financially help
a unit were like those people who believed
that chain letters would producemoremoney;
they did not.
Mr Richard Rawlins (Bedford) said that

the BMA had to be able to represent doctors
who found themselves working in trusts as
well as others. Such doctors were likely to
have job security, status, and job satisfaction
removed. The doctors' and dentists' review
body had put a price on these factors and
consultants in trusts would want to recoup
the value of these lost factors in their salaries.
Why should they accept a salary of about
£40 000 a year when £90 000 would be more
appropriate?
Mr Chawner did not think the CCSC

would be able to change the mind of the
politicians in power on the NHS. One of the
committee's problems, he said, was that it
was advising consultants who saw their terms
and conditions of service as a right. These
had been worked for and defended by succes-
sive leaders of the consultants. For example,
consultants had the advantage of being able
to speak out about their difficulties, some-
thing denied to other groups of staff in the
service.
He warned that the internal market was a

major threat to every consultant. Contracts
were being arranged which could seriously
affect the way consultants worked and the
way patients were referred to them. The
Department of Health was persisting with

Mr J7ohn Chawner, a consultant obstetrician from
Bangor, was elected chairm'an ofthe CCSC to succeedMr
A P J Ross, who has been elected to chair the joint
Consultants Committee. Mr J7 N J7ohnson and Mr R T
Marcus were elected chairmen of the general purposes and
negotiating subcommittees

the idea that general practitioner fund holders
would be sending their patients to hospital
for a specific treatment, he said. Yet patients
were traditionally sent to hospital for a con-
sultation about their diagnosis and treatment.
Mr James Johnson added that officials

seemed quite determined to separate diag-
nosis from treatment. Official guidance even
appeared to suggest that the consultant
should check back with the general prac-
titioner about the chosen treatment. Health
authorities had to be persuaded that such
attitudes were unrealistic. The separation of
patients from general practitioner budget
holders and other patients on to separate
waiting lists worried the committee, as
did any recommendations from general
practitioners that particular patients should
be seen only by a consultant.'
Mr Ross argued that it would be unethical

to see patients earlier for contractual reasons
rather than for clinical ones. Mr Chawner
added that this practice went against advice
from the department on priority for private
patients and there was no difference between
the two.

Criticising the government's proposals for
generating income through pathology and
radiology services, Dr Henry Fell (Bury St
Edmunds) described them-as a clear indica-
tion of the emergence of a two tier service.
The proposals would mean a consultant
becoming an agency doctor. The patholo-
gist's role was to advise, not just to perform
tests. He described some ofthe work that had
been proposed as "parting fools from their
money"'and asked where he was going to get

Fate of motions referred to 1990
craft conferences
In accordance with a 1986 ARM resolution
the fate of motions submitted to the ARM
but deferred to a craft conference is pub-
lished in the BMJ. The first batch of
motions is published facing p 841 (Clinical
Research); p 849 (Practice Observed). The
remainder will be published in future issues.

staff to do work of little scientific value late in
the night.

Cutting juniors' hours of work
The committee heard about developments

on reducing the hours worked by junior
doctors. Several solutions were being con-
sidered including a partial shift system for
the mnost junior hospital doctors in some
specialties by which four senior house officers
worked together on a rota, each SHO pro-
viding night cover oneweek in four. Shortfalls
in cover would be provided by non-career
grades or extra consultants.
Members of the committee expressed

concern about the pressure an SHO working
nights for aweekwould be under, particularly
in specialties such as obstetrics. There, was
caution, too, about the suggestion that
younger consultants might have more of a
hands on role in the management of patients.
Speakers warned of the "firm" system
breaking up and the fact that some managers
were already talking as ifyounger consultants
were in a separate category.

Reporting that various pilot studies were
being done, Mr Chawner said that the reser-
vations raised by the conumittee were being
put forward in the national talks about
juniors' hours.

Warning on workload from JCC
chairman
Mr Ross offered some guidance as well as

a warning to the meeting. He reminded
consultants that when they were completing
documents on their workload they should
fill in no more than the number of fixed com-
mitments recommended in their specialty
guidance, because of the requirement that
fixed commitments must be fulfilled. So far
as hours ofwork were concerned consultants
should fill in all the hours they normally
worked. An understanding reached with the
department meant that the completion of the
table on hours did not give rise to a duty to
work beyond the contractual commitment.
The CCSC agreed that all income from

private practice should count towards the
10% limit for private practice income for
whole time consultants, even if the income
was paid into departmental or trust funds.
He added that income paid into research

funds might be subject to taxation. Doctors
should therefore inform the Inland Revenue
before commencing a project and clarify the
tax position in advance. The tax authorities
would make individual rulings locally.
The committee also believed that income

from clinical trials should be regarded as
coming under category 2.

Correction
Prospect ofprogress on child health
An editorial error occurred in this report of the
meeting of the Committee of Public Health Medicine
and Community Health (6 October, p 819). The
chairman's comment that the Department of Health
will visit "all directors ofpublic health, and an analysis
of the directors' annual reports will be issued" was
reported incorrectly. Visits will be made to all regional
health authorities to survey the public health function.
An analysis of annual reports by directors of public,
health will be a separate exercise.
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